Introduction
The high-throughput screening (HTS) revolution has taken center stage in cancer research: cDNA and oligospotted microarrays, proteomic blots, and tissue microarrays (TMAs) have become standard research tools (1) (2) (3) . Of these three methodologies, TMAs represent an anachronism since both their construction and interpretation are manual and subjective rather than automated and truly high-throughput (4) . Paradoxically, the need for reliable and efficient TMA creation and interpretation has increased for scientists discovering and validating putative cancer biomarkers (5) . The final and ultimate proof of any putative cancer biomarker discovered by genomic or proteomic approaches lies in an evaluation of its pattern of in situ expression that only TMAs can provide. With the advent of digital pathology approaches and imaging technology that can scan whole microscopic slides into virtual images with high resolution (6), we wondered whether mathematical insights into the morphology of cancer cell images in virtual slides might translate into imaging algorithms that could effectively guide the selection of the optimal areas of tissue for coring and the construction of TMAs. Because of the increasing demand for TMAs predicted to occur over the next decade and their expanding role in both biomarker discovery validation in cancer research (7)-and because one key ratelimiting step in the use of TMAs for this purpose is the time and effort it takes for their manual construction-we felt it would be highly desirable to automate their construction. Because we wanted to automate the construction of TMAs, we needed to create algorithms that could select cores with the highest proportion of epithelial cells (i.e., cancer cells) and that these algorithms needed to be at least as good as the manual selection of cores. After these algorithms were devised and evaluated, we were also able to construct a robot to automate the construction of TMAs under algorithmic guidance.
Materials and methods

This study was reviewed by The Ohio State University College of Medicine Institutional Review Board (IRB) and approved (2006C0042).
Selection of cases
In this study, we retrieved 300 cases (consisting of two whole slides each and two corresponding paraffin blocks) of human breast cancer (100 cases), colon cancer (100 cases), and lung cancer (100 cases), which were used to make the different TMAs. Prior to TMA construction, each whole slide was scanned and made into a "virtual slide" and analyzed algorithmically. The algorithmic analysis consisted of applying a virtual "grid" to the image and dividing the slide into fields of view (FOVs) and subsequently analyzing each FOV with Use and validation of epithelial recognition and fields of view algorithms on virtual slides to guide TMA construction While tissue microarrays (TMAs) are a form of high-throughput screening, they presently still require manual construction and interpretation. Because of predicted increasing demand for TMAs, we investigated whether their construction could be automated. We created both epithelial recognition algorithms (ERAs) and field of view (FOV) algorithms that could analyze virtual slides and select the areas of highest cancer cell density in the tissue block for coring (algorithmic TMA) and compared these to the cores manually selected (manual TMA) from the same tissue blocks. We also constructed TMAs with TMAker, a robot guided by these algorithms (robotic TMA). We compared each of these TMAs to each other. Our imaging algorithms produced a grid of hundreds of FOVs, identified cancer cells in a stroma background and calculated the epithelial percentage (cancer cell density) in each FOV. Those with the highest percentages guided core selection and TMA construction. Algorithmic TMA and robotic TMA were overall ~50% greater in cancer cell density compared with Manual TMA. These observations held for breast, colon, and lung cancer TMAs. Our digital image algorithms were effective in automating TMA construction.
epithelial recognition algorithms (ERAs) designed to quantitate the epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages.
Image acquisition
Image acquisition utilized a scanner, either the Aperio ScanScope T2 System (Aperio, Vista, CA, USA) or the iSCAN System (BioImagene, Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA), which was capable of producing images with a resolution of 20 pixels /10 µm. Following image acquisition, images were screened for quality, enhanced and processed. For image acquisition, any commercially or freely available imaging system utilizing either a scanner or a microscope with attached digital or analog camera can be used, as long as the images are produced with a resolution of 20 pixels/10 µm.
Software for image analysis
For our overall approach of writing the software for image processing and analysis, we used Visual C++. With this software language we also created novel ERAs and FOV algorithms that recognize cancer cells and identify the areas of the slide with the highest density of cancer cells. The steps of the FOV and ERA algorithms (Supplementary  Tables S1 and S2) , as well as moredetailed flowcharts and descriptions of the algorithms (Supplementary Tables  S3-S7 ) are provided.
Gridding of the virtual slide by the FOV algorithm Each virtual slide was divided into a grid of squares (termed FOVs), each measuring 1 mm × 1 mm or 2000 pixels × 2000 pixels (Figure 1 ). The tissue slices appearing on glass slides exhibited a wide range of sizes but each could invariably be overlaid by a grid. The FOVs within the grid were individually analyzed (Supplementary Table S1 ). This approach ensured that the dimensions of each FOV were less than or equal to the predefined dimensions for FOV (2000 × 2000 pixels). On a given slide there could be several pieces of tissue each termed an area of interest or identification (AOI). In that case, each AOI was gridded and divided into FOVs of equal dimensions. Some AOIs, upon gridding, contained FOVs with little or no tissue, since the grid overlay was a collection of squares and the tissue fragment border usually irregular. At a designated threshold for the ratio of tissue to no tissue in a given FOV, that FOV could be blocked from further analysis. Alternatively, separate AOIs could be virtually merged before Table S3 and "Details of image enhancement and ERA" section).
Epithelial recognition algorithms
Once the image was optimized through the various preprocessing algorithms, the image was analyzed through ERAs which utilized both colorimetric (RGB) as well as intensity (grayscale) values (Supplementary Table S2 ). Epithelial cell detection initially utilized the Gaussian kernel. The ERAs initially created had to be further refined to more precisely define the area of identification (AOI) (Supplementary Materials; Tables S2, S4 , S5, and S6 and "Details of image enhancement and ERA" section).
Calculating the epithelial area percentage
Once the epithelial area was defined in each FOV, the epithelial area percentage was calculated according to the following schema (Supplementary Table S7 ). The stromal area could be calculated as the reciprocal of the epithelial area. Epithelial percentage could vary from 0 to essentially 100%. The algorithm then ranked the FOVs by epithelial percentage and identified the highest 3-5 and earmarked these on the virtual slides for future TMA construction ( Figure 2 ). Since some FOVs contained minimal tissue compared with the overall grid area, in those FOV the epithelial percentage could be artifactually elevated. To control for this possibility, FOVs whose total tissue area was <10% of the FOV area were automatically removed from further consideration (Supplementary Table S7 ).
Construction of TMAs
The TMAs were made from paraffin blocks containing human breast, colon and lung cancer tissues. We made three different types of TMAs and termed them manual TMA (manually selected cores, manually assembled into a TMA block), algorithmic TMA (algorithmically selected cores, manually assembled into a TMA block), and robotic TMA (algorithmically selected cores, robotically assembled into a TMA block). The manual TMA was constructed solely manually by the Ohio State University Research Pathology Core from the 300 retrieved cases. This manual selection required archival slide retrieval, re-review, manual circling of regions of interest, and alignment with the original tissue block from which the TMA was to be constructed. The TMA was made manually by selecting the three best areas, which were rich in cancer cells by matching the areas encircled on the glass slide with corresponding regions of the paraffin block ( Figure 3 ). Each core measured 1 mm in diameter and was spaced 0.8 mm apart on a single glass slide. Three 1-mm tissue cores from each formalin-fixed paraffin embedded donor block were selected and precisely arrayed into a new recipient paraffin block. A previous study showed that ≥3 cores from each sample gave acceptable statistical analysis in TMAs in diverse tumor types (7); as such, the present work utilized similar multiple core sampling. The constructed TMAs were also subsequently scanned into virtual slides.
The algorithmic TMA was constructed from the same paraffin blocks under the guidance of the algorithms identifying those FOVs on the virtual slides with the highest cancer cell density. A trained technician used this grid as a template in making these algorithmically selected, manually assembled TMAs. TMA construction proceeded from this point in the same manner as manual TMA.
The robotic TMA was constructed using a robotic hardware device termed TMAker, which is operated under the control of the ERAs and FOV algorithms (Supplementary Materials; "Demonstration of TMAker" section). The device consists of a stacked carousel which can house up to 500 paraffin blocks and presents each block sequentially to two working stations: (i) a reading station where the identity of the block can be identified based on a barcode and the shape of the tissue contained within the block (by illumination) and compared with the corresponding virtual slide image contained in the database, and (ii) a coring station where an actuator arm, under the guidance of the algorithms, cores the areas of the block with the highest cancer cell density. The cores obtained are robotically deposited into a receiving block which eventually holds all of the cores of the TMA. This block is sectioned into slides, stained, and then scanned into virtual TMAs ( Figure 3 ) in a manner identical to that used for both the manual TMA and the algorithmic TMA.
The same collection of paraffin blocks containing the 100 cases each of breast, lung, and colon cancer were used as the primary source material to derive the manual TMA, the algorithmic TMA, as well as the robotic TMA. Since these paraffin blocks contained fairly large tissue specimens, averaging ≥4 cm 2 , there were at least 400 potential sites to core from each block so that both the manual TMA as well as the algorithmic TMA could easily be obtained from the same block. We first carried out the manual TMA and then the algorithmic TMA from the first paraffin block. We obtained the robotic TMA from the second paraffin block since the the algorithmic TMA had already directed the areas to be cored from the first block.
Virtual slides of all three categories of TMA were independently assessed both algorithmically as well as manually by two raters (both pathologists) for epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages. Estimates of epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages of selected FOVs on the whole slides-as well as the TMA cores produced within all three categories-were also independently determined by these two raters and compared with the algorithmic measurements. The strength of these correlations was also determined.
Statistical methods
Intraclass correlations (ICCs) were calculated to assess the level of agreement among measurements of epithelial percentages. To calculate the ICC, intercept-only random effects models were fit to the epithelial percentage with random effect variance components for tissue sample, rater, and error variance. The ICC was calculated as the variance component for tissue sample divided by the sum of the three variance components. Confidence intervals were calculated using the delta method.
For tests of the statistical significance of comparisons of epithelial cell percentages in different samples, Student's t-test was applied.
Software availability and accessibility
We have included a detailed code of the algorithms and a weblink to the algorithms.
Detailed code of the algorithms. Since the full source code of the algorithms is too Research Reports lengthy to provide in print, an abbreviated synoptic code that gives the essence of the source code is provided (Supplementary Materials; "Abbreviated synoptic code" section). Weblink to the algorithms. A direct link to a demonstration of the ERAs-or a way to upload one's own photomicrographs or scanned images for analysis with the ERAs-is the web site: http://www. pathxchange.org. Details to access this link are provided (Supplementary Materials; "Demonstration of web site link" section).
Results
Our specific FOV algorithms invariably could divide a whole virtual slide into a grid of FOVs. The number of FOVs that were needed to analyze the whole slide ranged 200-600 (average 400), depending on the size of the tissue specimen. The process of scanning each slide into a virtual slide took ~15 min and the process of gridding each slide into FOVs and analyzing each FOV algorithmically took an additional 15 min ( Figure 1A ; Supplementary Table S1) .
Image acquisition by either the Aperio ScanScope T2 System or the iSCAN System produced equivalent results with uniformly sharp images with high contrast. For approximately 10% of the images, mask removal and contrast enhancement improved image quality (Supplementary Table S3 ). The ERAs (Supplementary  Tables S2, S4 , S5, S6, and S7) applied to each FOV were successful in recognizing epithelium, filtering out stroma, and determining its epithelial percentage and therefore its cancer cell density.
For ~5% of the acquired images, the quality was below the standard necessary for the algorithms to interpret them. These images had to be discarded. Another 5% of the FOVs contained only a very small amount of tissue compared with the size of the given square (<10% tissue); these squares also had to be discarded because they falsely elevated the epithelial percentage (Supplementary  Table S7 ).
After analyzing all the FOVs on a given slide, the algorithms ranked the FOVs on the basis of epithelial percentage and selected the 3-5 FOVs with the highest epithelial percentage ( Figure 1B ; Figure  2 , row 1). FOVs with comparatively low epithelial percentage were identified but not selected ( Figure 2, row 2) . The algorithm-based determinations of locations of those FOVs exhibiting the highest epithelial percentages were the same every time the algorithm was run and therefore showed no inter-observer, intra-observer, or fatigue variability.
There was a very strong agreement overall between all the algorithmic measurements of epithelial percentage made on the FOVs of a whole virtual slide and the subjective measurements of the same made by the two raters (Table 1) .
In order to compare the manual, algorithmic, and robotic TMAs, we began with algorithmic measurements of epithelial percentage made on the FOVs of a whole virtual slide. The slide coordinates of the three FOVs with the highest epithelial percentage (as determined by the algorithms) were used to guide both manual construction of the TMA (algorithmic TMA) as well as construction by TMAker (robotic TMA) (Supplementary Material; "Demonstration of TMAker" section). The cores produced in both the algorithmic TMA and robotic TMA reflected high cancer cell density. Algorithmic TMA cores are depicted (Figure 2, row 3) . In contrast, manual TMA based on subjective slide template alignment and manual construction often produced cores with comparatively low epithelial percentages and low cancer cell densities (Figure 2 , row 4). These cores would be considered less informative.
The results of our comparative study of manual, algorithmic, and robotic TMA showed that algorithmic TMA contained cores with epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages which were ~50% higher overall in cancer cell density than those of manual TMA. This observation held true for breast (P < 0.01), colon (P < 0.01), and lung (P < 0.001) TMAs (Table 2) . What makes this comparison even more impressive is that the manual TMA had the first sampling of the tissue block, yet the algorithmic TMA produced cores of a higher epithelial (cancer cell) density. Robotic TMA showed a similar increase in overall cancer cell density compared with manual TMA (Figure 3, A-C) . These observations held true across different TMAs: breast (P < .01), colon (P < .001), and lung (P < .001) ( Table 3 ). The robotic TMA had an essentially equivalent epithelial (cancer cell) density to the algorithmic TMA (data not shown), but produced a TMA of even rows and columns of cores ( Figure 3D) .
We then compared the depth of sections of the TMA cores created by manual, algorithmic, and robotic TMA. At various levels-superficial, midway, and deep (nearly full thickness)-into the TMA block, there was a Research Reports strong agreement among the epithelial percentages of all three depths for both manual and algorithmic TMA (Table 4 , A and B). However, the increase in overall epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages in the algorithmic TMA versus manual TMA held when compared at the various depths (Table 5) . Results for the robotic TMA were similar to the results for the algorithmic TMA (data not shown). In all of these studies, the measurements of epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentages on both the whole slide FOVs as well as the final TMA virtual cores were algorithmically determined. However, there was also a very strong agreement overall between algorithmic epithelial cell (cancer cell) percentage measurements made on the virtual TMAs and the subjective measurements of the same made by the two raters (data not shown) just as there had been with the whole slide FOV comparisons (Table 1) . Our ERAs were not perfect and there were some examples of both false negative and false positive epithelial recognition. Infiltrating lobular carcinomas of the breast, because they consist of small epithelial cells, sometimes could not be detected adequately and gave rise to false negative epithelial recognition. Some lymphoid aggregates, because they consisted of cellular clumps, were often considered by the algorithm to be epithelial in nature and gave rise to false positive epithelial recognition. A weblink demonstration of the ERAs showing both true positivity and true negativity, as well as false negativity and false positivity, is provided (http://www.pathxchange.org). Details to access this link are provided (Supplementary Materials; "Demonstration of web site link" section).
It should be emphasized, however, that in the vast majority of FOVs, the ERAs recognize true positivity from true negativity. It should be remembered that the purpose of the ERAs and FOVs is to divide a slide into grids and select the areas with the highest epithelial percentage to guide TMA construction. Even if some grids show some degree of false negativity or false positivity, this would not change the overall effectiveness of the ERAs in guiding TMA construction because most of the FOVs would be interpreted accurately by the ERAs.
Discussion
The main benefits of both algorithmic and robotic TMA in guiding TMA construction are increased efficiency and the removal of human error. Since manual TMA reflects the current standard, the advantages of both algorithmic TMA and robotic TMA should be determined based on a comparison with this standard.
Manual TMA presently involves retrospective manual selection of cases which require archival slide retrieval, re-review, manual circling of regions of interest, and alignment with the original tissue block from which the TMA is constructed. This process is quite time consuming, taking weeks to months.
We wish to point out that the main issue herein was not to test whether the algorithmic TMA or robotic TMA is superior to manual TMA in producing a higher density of epithelial cells. Our focus was whether TMA construction could be automated and whether a robot could replace a human being. Indeed, even if both automated TMA and robotic TMA yielded equivalent results to manual TMA in terms of epithelial cell density, the automated approach would still be highly advantageous.
Using this algorithm-driven technology, glass slides of potential cases which are candidates for future TMA construction can be prospectively scanned and made into a library of virtual slides. These virtual slides can then be analyzed with our ERAs and FOV algorithms and the regions mapped for TMA production. Slide scanning and algorithmic analysis each take approximately 15 min per slide, but if it is done at the time of routine pathological slide review, it can create a library of virtual slide images and identify prospective cancer regions during the course of pathologists' everyday work load. This information then can be used to guide construction of either algorithmic TMA, or robotic TMA with TMAker. Overall, scanning and algorithmic analysis leading to either algorithmic TMA or robotic TMA is presently much faster and efficient than for manual TMA, reducing the overall time from weeks or months to hours (11) (12) (13) .
The present study demonstrated that both algorithmic TMA and robotic TMA are superior to manual TMA in identifying areas of the slide with a higher epithelial percentage and, therefore, a higher cancer cell density. This observation held across different cancer types (breast, colon, and lung). However, the overall significance of this observation is unclear. Although it cannot be presumed that more is necessarily always better, the presence of a greater epithelial percentage may improve signal detection, and that this is where the automated technology platform particularly excels compared with manual methods.
Furthermore, if one remembers that automated TMA construction is only the first step in ultimate TMA analysis where ERAs and subsequent specificrecognition algorithms (SRAs) will be applied to analyze immunoreactivity in tumor cells but not stroma, certainly cores richer in tumor cells will be more easily analyzed and either false negatives or false positives from stromal contamination will be minimized. This is the reason that the increase in cancer cell density by the automated approach is desired. However, in order to generally show that molecular data obtained on epithelial cell-enriched tissue arrays are more representative or clinically relevant than manual arrays, we first must produce and then analyze these arrays algorithmically.
Although we have not demonstrated that increased epithelial percentage adds value from the standpoint of added clinical information, from another perspective increased epithelial percentage does add value. In general, grids with the very highest epithelial percentages are likely to contain invasive cancer because normal epithelium-especially in the breast, colon, and lung-exhibits a much lower epithelial percentage. These higher epithelial percentages are the very reason why the algorithmic approach is desired. Our imaging algorithms will not directly distinguish carcinoma in situ from invasive carcinoma; however, increased epithelial Research Reports percentages can indirectly help distinguish these areas. Those grids with the highest epithelial percentages are more likely to contain invasive carcinoma than carcinoma in situ because usually carcinoma in situ is surrounded by a higher percentage of non-epithelial stroma.
TMAs are made and interpreted manually by a time-consuming process (14) (15) (16) . In contrast, analogous cDNA microarrays and genomic libraries are made and interpreted rapidly, because both construction and interpretation are computer-driven (17, 18) . cDNA microarray technology is highly automated and highthroughput with relatively manageable biological material. The largest cDNA arrays now spot over 2 million features per slide, and it is possible that DNA microarrays may eventually be replaced with high-throughput sequencing in the near future. TMAs, on the other hand,
have not yet advanced to this stage. Unless fully automated in both construction as well as interpretation (as in robotic TMA), TMA technology will never approach the high-throughput profiling capabilities of cDNA microarrays.
Manual TMAs have traditionally been limited to 1-3 cores per sample (7), although the optimal number of cores to reduce limited sample bias is still controversial. The optimal number of cores and the optimal epithelial percentage directly address an optimal data representation issue. This issue notwithstanding, one of the benefits of the robotic TMA approach is that the technology platform presented is flexible in allowing a variable number of cores, depending on the heterogeneity of the marker being studied. As more and more tumor biomarkers and tumorassociated signaling pathways are investigated, the varying degree of heterogeneity within tumors for various antigens and signaling pathways may require a range in the number of cores per patient sample to overcome limited sample bias. For example, Her-2/neu immunoreactivity in breast cancer is usually fairly homogeneous and one core may be sufficient; on the other hand, estrogen receptor (ER) immunoreactivity in breast cancer is more heterogeneous and three cores may be necessary. In studying selected phosphorylated transcription factors like p-ETS, even more heterogeneity may be present, requiring a significantly greater number than three cores per case. Certainly any robotic TMA construction system that can produce as many cores as desired from a given sample-for so-called "multiplex" TMAs-would be poised to determine what value overcomes limited sample bias for any given antigen. There are no real tissue limitations of multiplex TMAs. Multiplex TMA manufacturing will not completely consume the tumor. Most tumors removed from patients are made into multiple whole slides with corresponding paraffin blocks, and there are usually several blocks available. The typical slide obtained from the block contains an area of tumor that is 2 cm × 2 cm (4 cm 2 , or 400 mm 2) . A typical TMA core is 1 mm in diameter. Therefore, ~400 or more cores can be derived from one paraffin block. Even if 10 cores are produced from each block, this consumesonly 2.5% of the tumor. If the algorithm ranks the areas of cancer cell density, it would be fairly easy to select the 10 areas with the highest density without compromising or exhausting the block.
In conclusion, the use of ERAs and FOV algorithms on virtual slides to guide TMA selection and ultimately TMA construction will result in TMAs becoming truly part of biomarker high throughput screening.
